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In this paper we continue the study of’ the vanishing of the lower relative Pooch- 
schild cohomology groups. This paper is ;a continuation of [3]. Recall that if A is a 
k-algebra, where k is a commutative ring, a two-sided ideal I in A is a camplete inter- 
section in ~4 if H*((@‘)//I,~ = 0 for all two-sided A-modules M. The use of the ter- 
minology “complete intersection” comes from the analogy between these relative 
cohomology groups and the cohomology groups tudied in commutative deformation 
theory [see 2,3] . 
Suppose that k is a field, R and R 03+ R”P are semi-simple k-algebras and X is a 
two-sided R-module. Let T be the tensor k-algebra R + X + (6b~ X) + (6~ x) + l . 
In [3] 9 a homological criterion was found for an ideal I in T to be a complete inter- 
section; namely, I/I* must be a left projective (T/f) Ok (T/Z)‘P-module. Section 1 of 
this paper gives a homological criterion for an ideal in a factor ring of T to be a com- 
plete intersection. For the rest of the paper we restrict our attention further, to special 
Artin tensor k-algebras, defined in section 2, and their factor rings. After defining an 
appropriate concept of “minimal generating set” of an ideal, we study the question 
of when an ideal with one generator, in a factor ring of a special tensor k-a!gebra, is 
a complete intersection. 
Section 3 deals with the question of when a subideal of a complete intersection in 
a special tensor k-algebra is again a complete intersection. We show that if I is a com- 
plete intersection in T and if I has generators (more precisely, J-generators, ee sec- 
tion 2) x1, . . . . x, then, after reordering the xi in a natural way, the ideals generated 
by x1, . . . . xi are also complete intersections in T, for i = 1, . . . . rn. Once this is shown, 
we show that the generators of complete intersections have properties imilar to those 
of R-sequences, where R is a commutative ring (see Theorem 4.1). Unfortunately, 
this analogy does not go too far, as shown by example in section 4. 
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1. Complete intersections in factor rings of tensor algebras 
We find homological criteria for an ideal I in a ring A to be a complete intersection 
in A. For tensor algebras, this was accomplished by 13, Theorem 2.41. 
We begin with two general lemmas, which, although these results are well known, 
are included for the sake of clarity later on. Let A be a K-algebra, where K is a cc tn- 
mutative ring. Let Ae denote A BK Aop, where AoP is the opposite ring of A. Let I 
and J be ideals in A such that I c J. 
Lemma 1.1. We keep the notation of the preceding paragraph. 
(a) ~J/fY~J102 is isomotphic to J/I + J2 as left Ae.modules. 
(b) The sequence 
is exact if and only if the canonical map I/(JI + IJ’) + I”1 n J2 is an injection. 
Proof. (a) is obvious. 
(b) The result easily follows after noting that 
IfI n J2 z (J2 + I)/J2 , (A/J)e @Ae Is I/(JI+IJ) , 
and 
(A/J)e @Ae J z J/J2 
(AIJ)e @Ae (J/I) z ~WM.JIO)e @(A/lje CJIO r CJfOKJlQ2 z JIU + J2)- 
The last isomorphism isby part (a). Cl 
Lemma 1.2. Same notation as above. 
(a) If M is a left A-module and N is a left A/I-module, then HomA (M,N) is iso- 
morphic to HomAII((A/I) @)A M,N). 
ib) If M is a left (A/I)e-module and N is a left (A/J)e-module, then HOmcA,I,e(M,iV) 
is isomorphic to Hom(A,J1e((A/J’)e @( A/l)e M9m* 
Roof. The proof of part (a) is obvious. Part (b) follows from part (a) when one 
replaces A and I by (A/I)e and ((A/l) aK (J/I)Op + (J/l) @K (A/Z)Op). 0 
We now fix a field k and a k-algebra R such that both R and Re are semi-simple 
rings. Let X be a finitely generated left Re.module; i.e., X is a finitely generated R-R- 
bimodule. Let T be the tensor algebra R +X + (& X) + (bR X) t . . . . Fix ideals A 
and B in T such t!t A c B. Let A = T/A. Let I = B/A and hence I is an ideal in A. 
All rings will be viewed as k-algebras and Ae will denote A @& A”p. 
eorem 1.3. Wi#,rh the above notation, the following statements ate equivalent: 
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(1) I is a complete intersection in A. 
(2) H2((AfI’)/A, M) = 0 for all (A/I)e-modules M 
(3) I/I2 is a left projective (A/IJe-module and 0 + (All)” GDP A + (A/r)” @T,(B/A) + 0 
is exact. 
(4) I/I2 is a left projective (AlI)%~odule and (A/I)” CD,, A is isomorphic to A/A n B2. 
Proof. (1) * (2) by definition. 
(3) * (4) by Lemma 1 .l after noting (A/oe 2 ((T/A)/(B/A))e s (T/B)e and hence 
(Aloe @Te A = Al(BA + AB). 
(2) * (3): Consider the sequence of ring maps T + A + A/I. This induces an exact 
sequence [2, Theorem 1.11 H*((A/I)/T,M) L Hl(A/T,M) -+ H2((A/)1A,M), where 
M is a left (A/l)e -module. By assumption, H2((A/Z)lA, M) = 0. Since both T + A/I 
and T + A are surjections, we see that Hl(A/T, M) z Hom,e(A/A2, M) and 
Hl((A/I)lT, M) z Horn A/l e(B/B2, M) by [2, Theorem 1.23. The map 
f: H'~~AII)lWP&hJW IS induced from the inclusion map A + B. By Lem- 
ma 1.2(b), 
Hom,,e(A/A2, M) 2 Hom( ,/,,,((NO @e (A/A2b M) l
But, (A/I)” Be (A/A2) = (T/B)e @Te A and B/B2 = (T/B)e @Te B. Hence f is induced 
by tensoring A + B with (T/B)e over Te. Now, Hom(A/ljc(( T/B)e BTe B,M) -+ 
Hom(A/I#(T/B)e QP,e A,M) is surjective for all M if and only if 
0 + (T/B)e @Te A + (T/B)e @Te B 
2 is exact and splits. Since H (o/A, M) = 0, by [3, Theorem 1.11, l/I2 is a projective 
(A/I)e-module and hence (3) holds. 
(3) * (2): Consider the exact sequence 0+ A + B *B/A + 0. Let P map surjective- 
ly onto A and let Q map surjectively onto B/A, where P and Q are Te-projective mo- 
dules. Then we get an exact commutative diagram: 
o-P-P*- -0 
T 
Q 
where P* = P @ Q and K* = Ker(P* + B). 
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Tensoring the sequences in (*) with Ae over Te, we get 
0 
T 
0 
T 
AC@A+Ae@B--+Ae@ B/A-O 
T T T (1 ** O-Ae@P -Ae@P*-+AeG3~ Q -0 
T T 
Aqg) K” -_____jK 
T 
0 
where K = ker(Ae QD Q + Ae @ B/,4). One checks by diagram chasing that there is 
an induced surjection g : Ae @ K* + K. Furthermore, composing  with the canonical 
surjection  : K* + Ae Qp K*, one can show that g . IT((K*)~) c Ko, where if f : P* + B 
in (*) and h : Ae @ Q + Ae @ B/A in (**), then (K*)u is the submodule of K* gener- 
ated by elements x l fb) - f(x) l y, for x,y E P*, and Ku is the submodule of K gen- 
erated by elements u l h(u) - h(u) l u, for u, v E Ae @ Q. Thus the map induced from 
g 0 n, mapping K*/(K*)u to K/K0 is a surjection. Now note that Ae CD !?/A % B/A z I. 
Since Ae Qp Q is a projective Ae-module, by [3, Theorem 1.11, H*((A/Z)/A, M’) = 0 if 
‘and only if the following sequence isexact and splits: 
Now, we tensor the sequences in (**) with (A/I)” over Ae, to get the following 
commutative diagram: 
0 0 0 
T T T 
O--+(A/I)e 69 A 
T 
-(IvI)“@B- 
T 
(A/oe CD B/A -0 
T 
O--+(fyI)e@P~ ‘(fyl-Je@P*----+ 
T 
(Noe @ Q -0 
T 
K*(K*)o 
T 
- ) K/K, -0 
0 
where X @ Y means X @ Te Y. The top row is exact by assumption. The second row 
is exact since the second row in (*) splits. The third row is exact by previous remarks 
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in this proof. The middle column is exact by [3, Proposition 2.21. The first column 
is clearly exact and the last column can also be easily shown to be exact. 
Again by diagram chasing, it follows that the map K/K0 + (A/Z)e QD Q is an injec- 
tion. The last column splits since we are assuming that (A/J)” mTe B/A = I/I* is a 
projective (A/l)e-module. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. Cl 
We now show that all the conditions of Theorem 1.3(3) are necessary. We give an 
example in which the left and right global dimensions of A are finite, Z/J* is a projec- 
tive (A/l)e-module and yet I is not a complete intersection in A. Note that this is a 
divergence from commutative theory in that, if % is a commutative Noetherian local 
ring of finite global dimension, then I is a complete intersection in%? if and only if 
I/1* is a projective %/1=module. 
Example 1.4. Let T be a tensor algebra s described above in Theorem 1.3. Assyme 
further that T is a left and right Artin ring and let J = rad(T). Finally assume that 
J* # 0. Every factor ring of T has finite left and right global dimension [ 1 ] . Let 
A = T/J* and let I = J/J*. Since (A/)e = (T/J’)e = R e is semi-simple, I/I2 is a projective 
(A/J)e-module. In this example J* plays the role of A and J plays the role of B in 1.3. 
It is easy to show that in this case (T/13)e @Te ,4 -+ (T/lQe are B is the zero map. 
Thus (3) of Theorem 1.3 does not hold and hence J/J* is not a complete intersection 
in A. 
2. Ideals with one generator 
For the rest paper we restrict our study to factor rings of Artin special tensor 
k-algebras. We recall some definitions. We also fix the following notation for the 
remainder of the paper. 
Let k be a field. Let 2 be a finite set having n elements. Let R be the product of 
n copies of k, II,, i k viewed as a Mgebra by diagonal action of k. Let X be q finitely 
generated Re-module. Then X =Ili,jE a k(“@, where #“ii) denotes the direct sum i i 
of nij-copies of the simple Re-module ikj. Here iki is the Re-module which, as an 
abelian group, is isomorphic to k, and if the tuples (al), (bl) E R Fnd x E iki then 
(la,) . x l (bl) zz ai l x l bj. Let T be the tensor algebra R +X + (OR X) -t (&R X) + ..- . 
We call such tensor algebras pecial tensor k-algebras. Let J = X + (C& X) + (&R X) f . . . 
We henceforth assume that T is Artin. Thus J = rad(T). Note that T is Artin if and only 
ifJm = 0 for some m if and only if 8, X = 0 for some m. 
For each i E 9, let ei = (0, ..,, 0, 1 (ith place), 0, . . . . 0) E R. We view the ci’S as 
idempotents in both R and T by using the canonical injection R -+ T. We now define 
the concept of r-generators. Let A be an ideal in T contained in J. Let A = T/A. Let 
I be the radical of A. Thus r = J/A. We denote the image of the ei in A under the sur- 
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jection T + A again by ei. Let M be a finitely generated Ae-module. Then M(rMt Mr) 
is a semi-simple (h/r)e-module. We say {xl, . . . , x, } is an r-generating set for M if we 
can decompose M/(rM + Mr) into exactly m simple-summands, SI @ . . . @ Sm ,such 
that for each i, the image of Xi under M + M/(rM + Mr) generates Si and if Si = U k,, 
with U, u E 2, then e,xi = Xi = xieU. The basic properties of J-generating sets stated 
in [3, 821 hold also for r-generating sets. 
If % is a ring and S is a subset of %, let (S) denote the (two-sided) ideal in% 
generated by S. 
Let I be an ideal in A having exactly one r-generator. Choose x E T such that if 
B = A + (x), then I = B/A and x + A E A is an r-generator of I. 
Ropcosition 2.1. Using the above notatfons, the following statements are equivalent: 
(I 1) I = W + A is a complete intersection in A. 
(2) I is a projective Ae-module. 
(3) A fi (x) = A(x) f (x)A. 
Roof. We may assume that x has the property that there exist u, u E 9 such that 
eUx = x = xe, in 7’. Since T is Artin and x E J, (x) l (x) = 0. Now I/I2 = B/(A + B’) 
whereB=(x)+A.ButB 2 = A2 + A(x) + (x)A g A. Hence I/I2 = I. One easily checks 
that (T/B)’ CDTe A = A/A n B2. By [3, Lemma 2.51, (x) is a Te-projective module. 
Let P = (T/A)e BTe (XL Then P is the Ae-projective cover of I. By Theorem 1.3, I is 
a complete intersection i  A if and only if I/I2 is (A/I)2-projective and (T/B)e Ore A s 
A/A n B2. Since I 2 = 0 and PI + IP = 0, I/I2 is (A/I’)e-projective if and only if I is Ae- 
projective. Thus (1) * (2). 
Finally, since (T/A)e @re (x) is the Ae-projective cover of I! I is Ae-projective if
and only if W/(A(x) + (x)A) s (x)/A n (x) z I if and only if A fx) + (x> A s A n (x). 
Thus the proposition is proven. Cl 
For ideals with one r-generator in A, 2.1 gives a result similar to that for an ideal 
in T with one J-generator (see [ 3, Corollary 2.81). It is an open question whether or 
not, given a complete intersection I contained in f, having an r-generating set {x1, . . . . 
Xm ), (x;l) is a complete intersection. 
3. Subideals of complete intersections 
We keep the notation of section 2 and let T = R + X + (&Rx) + . . . be a special 
Artin tensor k-algebra. Thus R = I-I,, ki and X =Ui,js 2 ik(n’i’m Let I be an ideal in 
Tcontained in J. Let (xl, . . . . x, ) be a J-generating set for I. When I is a complete 
intersection in T, we examine when the subideals I’ of I generated by x1, . . . . xi) 
1 G j G m are also complete intersections. Note that {xl, . . . . xi) is a J-generating set 
for I’. It is an open question, in general, whether or not such ideals are complete 
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intersections. What we do show is that there is a natural ordering of the Xi’s such 
that the ideals generated by x1, . . . . xj zire complete intersections for j = 1, . . . . m, 
when I is a complete intersection. 
We begin by fixing some more notation. Let I be an ideal in J having a J-generating 
set {XI, . . . . X, }. Since {XI, . . . . X& is a&generating set, there are u(i), u(i) E 2 for 
i= 1, . . . . m such that for each i, the idempotents eU(i) and e”(i) have the property 
that eU(i)Xi = Xi = Xieu(i). Since T is Artin, there is an induced partial ordering on the 
set 2. The ordering is induced by setting Q G p if Q! = p or nap # 0 for a,P E $J . We 
list some easily verifiable properties: 
(i) Since I C J, u(z) < u(i) for all i = 1.) . . . . m. 
(ii) If (Xi) $J # 0, then u(z) < u(z) < u(j). The converse does not hold in general. 
(iii) If (Xi) <xi> # 0 then $4 (Xi) = 0. 
Choose k-bases for the $yii! Tile set B of non-zero products of these basis ele- 
ments form a k-basis for J. Note that if b is an element of B, then there exist unique 
i,j E 2 such that eib = b = bej and that i <j in the induced partial ordering on 2. 
Lemma3.1.LetbEBandiEg such thatbzeib. Leto!andpbeelementsofT 
such that CY = Qei and /3 = flei. Then cy = fl if and only if c& = fib. 
Roof. First decompose c11 and p into k-linear combinations of elements of B and then 
use the “freeness” of the tensor algebra T. 0 
Since 2 has a partial ordering, we may reorder the Xi’s so that u(z] 3 u(j) if i 2 j. 
For the rest of this section, we assume the Xi’s have this property. We note that then 
(Xi> (Xi> = 0 if i 2 j. 
Theorem 3.2. Let I be an ideal in T contained in J having a J-generating set (x 1, . . . . x,, ). 
Assume that if i >j then u(i) Q u(j). Let I’ = (xl, . . . . Xi> fGrj = 1, . . . . t-12. If f is a cwc 
plete intersection in T then I” is a complete intersection in T for j = 1, . . . . m. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on j. For j = 1, Ii is a complete intersection by [3, 
Corollary 2.83. Let 1 $ j G m. Then, by induction, $!_I is a complete intersection 
in T. Consider I’_ 1 c Z’. By [3, Proposition 1.21, it suffices to show that $/I,!_ 1 is 
a complete intersection in T/I’_ 1. NOW 1; = I;_ 1 
2.1, we see that $/$__ I
+ (Xj>e Thus, applying Proposition 
is a complete intersection in T/Ii_ 1 if and only if Ii_ l fl <xi> = 
‘Xj ) Ii__ 1 + Ii_ 1 (Xj ). 
Let _Y El”_1 n (Xj>- We will show that y E ‘Xj”i)_I + Ii-1 (xj). We may write 
(1)~ = Z, arxjbr = $” Z, ?lxiflil where the sets {b,) and (pi/ )I are k-linearly 
independeht subsets of B (3 {eu(i) 1 j and a,.xj b, # 0 for all r and cYi/Xiflil St 0 for all 1 
i and 1. Choose a fixed hr. Let Zi = ZIP &il’Xi flilr where the sum is taken over those 1 
such that flirt = yil: b,. NOW etilbr = b,. Clearly, if u(i) $Z ~0’) then Zi = 0. We have 
(2) arxjbr = E/=il Zi by the linear independence of B U {evu, ). By 3.1, we get 
(3) l+.Xf = lZ{zl 131r %l’Xiyil’ . 
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Thus we have shown that each arxj E (xi) n I;_._ 1. Clearly it suffices to show 
arX? E (xi> ?i_ 1 + Ii_ 1 kj). Since ?I_ 1 C $ where ?j = (~1, . . . . $, . . . . X, ), and since 
I is a complete intersection in T, by [3, Theorem 2.71, <Xi> n I,!_1 z (X$9 t 'j(Xj). 
Thus, 
(4) a,mXj = ZE1 Wj where Wi E (Xi) kj) + <xi>(Xj)a 
i#j 
bh~ a,Xj = arXje*) = xE1 i+j WiQ). By the chosen ordering of {x1, . . . . x, } and 
since (Xi)ee) 
C?-‘w e 
= 0 unless u(lj G u(/), we get w!eti, = 0 for i > j. Thus arx? = 
i=l i ~0’) where wievo’) E (xi) (Xi> C (xj)l'__ 1 + I;_ 1 (Xi> and we are done. 0 
Although the above proof used a particular ordering on the J-generators of a com- 
plete intersection, we make the following conjecture: 
If? = (x,, . . . . x,) is a complete intersection in T with {xl, . . . . x, } a J-generating 
set for I, then Ij = (~1, . . . . 5, . . . . x,) is also a complete intersection. 
We remark without proof that the conjecture is true for m < 5, and that it is 
equivalent to the open question raised at the end of section 2. 
We conclude this section with a result which will be used in the last section. 
Reposition 3.3. Let I be a complete intersection in T. Assume that I is contained in 
Jand {xl, . . . . x, ) is a J-generating set for I. We make no assumption about the 
ordering of the xi ‘s. Let I’ = (~1, . . . . xs) where 1 < s G m. Then ?/I’ is a complete 
intersection in T/I ‘. 
Proof. Consider the following sequence: 
0 + (T/I)e @Te I’ + (T/l)e @,, I + (T/oe @Te (I/I’) + 0 - 
We must show that the above sequence isexact, splits and that (T/I)e @Te (I/I’) is a 
projective ( T/?)e-module. 
Exactness: It suffices to show ?‘? + II’ = I’ n 12. Let I” = (x~+~ , . . . . x,). Then 
since ?2_ = (I’)2 + 1’1” + I”?’ + (I”)2; it suffices to show that I’ n (I”)2 c ?‘I + II’. 
LRt p E I’ n (I”)2. Then Y = Zfzl zi = 21rS+l Zj where zi f (Xi). THUS 0 = Ci=l Zi 
-Cm ?=s+l Zj. Since I is a complete intersection, by [3, Theorem 2.71, zi E 
tii)I + I(Xi) C I’? + II’ for 1 < i < S. 
Splitting: Let f : I+ I’/?’ n I2 by f(ZEl Zt) = 2!=, 3, where zi E (Xi), and Zi 
denotes the image of Zi in I’/?’ n Z2. 0ne easily checks that f is well defined, onto 
and I2 c ker(j’). Let f’ : I/I 2 - + I’/?’ rj I2 be the map induced from f. Then f’ is a 
splitting of the canonical map ?‘/I’ n I2 + ?/?2. 
Projectivity: (T/I)e @Te (III’) is a projective (T/?)e-module since ?/I2 = (F/?)e @Te ? 
is and the sequence splits. Cl 
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4. Further results and examples 
We begin this section by showing that the J-generators of a complete intersection 
in a special Artin tensor k-algebra Thave some properties imilar to those of “R- 
sequences” in commutative rings. Then, by example, we show that other propertiyi 
that R-sequences possess, do not hold for the J-generators. 
Let R be a commutative ring. Then x1, . . . . x, is an R-sequence, by definition, if 
and only if xi + (~1, . . . . xi_ 1 ) is a non-zero divisor in R/(x1 , . . . . Xi_ 1) for i = 1, . . . . m 
[e.g., see 41. This can be restated as follows: x1, . . . . x, is an R-sequence if and only 
if(+ . . . . xJ(+ l -9i-l) is a free R-module with one generator, for i = 1, . . . . m. 
We show that a similar property holds for the J-generators of a complete intersection. 
Along this line, it should be noted that Proposition 3.3 and [3, Proposition 1.21 are + 
similar to commutative results about R-sequences. 
We keep the notations of sections 2 and 3. In particular, let T be a special Artin 
tensor k-algebra. Let I be an ideal in T contained in J. Let {xl, . . . . xm} be a set ofJ- 
generators for I. Let u(i) and u(i) be elements of 2 as in section 3; namely, e,(iJXi = 
X* =Xie,(i). 
this section. 
We assume that if i < j then U(Z) > vu). We now give the main result of 
Theorem 4.1. With the above notation, the .following statements are equivalent: 
(1) I is a complete intersection in T. 
(2) ( x1 , **a, Xi)/(Xl, m0.p Xi-1 ) is a complete intersection in T/(x 1 , . . . , Xi_ 1 >, for 
i= 1, . . . . m. 
(3) (~1, . . . . Xi)I(xl, . . . . Xi - 1) is a projective (T/(X,, . . . . xi_ l))e-module jtir 
i=l , . . . . tn. 
Proof. By Proposition 2.1, (2) * (3). 
(l)*(3): By Theorem 3.2, each (xl, . . . . Xi) is a complete intersection in T. 
Then, by induction on m, it suffices to show that I/I,,, is a projective (T/Im)e- 
module, where Im = (xl, . . . . xm_l >. By Proposition 2.1, it suffices to show that 
Im fl (x,,) = (x,) Irfl + Inl(xm >. Since I is a complete intersection, this follows by 
[3, Theorem 2.71. 
(3) * (1): By induction, we may assume that Im is a complete intersection in T. 
By assumption I/Im is a complete intersection in T/Ir,I. It follows from 13, Proposi- 
tion 1.21 that I is a complete intersection in T. This completes the proof. Cl 
It is worth noting that the assumption about the u(i)‘s was used in the above 
theorem only to assure that Im is a complete intersection if I is. Thus, if one could 
: prove that I = (xl, . . . . x,) is a complete intersection implies that InI is, without any 
restriction on the ordering of the Xi’s, then Theorem 4.1 would remain valid. 
For a commutative Noetherian ring R, if x1, . . . . x,, is an R-sequence, then any 
reordering is also an R-sequence. In the non-commutative case, as pointed, if 
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(x,, . . . . x,,) is a complete intersection, Theorem 4.1 is only proven for certain order- 
ings of the xi at this time. 
‘+.-‘(= now investigate how many J-generators a complete intersection in T can have. 
We assume all ideals are contained in J. Let (xl, . . . . X, ) be a J-generating set for an 
ideal 1 in T. It is clear from the definition of J-generators that the number m is inde- 
pendent of the choice of the xi. Let GQ = m. Note that G(I) = dim&/(JI + 14). We 
say that I is a maximal complete intersection in T if I is a complete intersection and 
if I c I’ such that the natural map 1/(JI + I.!) + I’/(JI’ + I?‘) is an inclusion, then Z’ 
is not a complete intersection in T. Equivalently, I is a maximal complete intersection 
in T if given any J-generating set S of 1, if S is properly contained in a J-generating set 
of another ideal I’, then I’ is not a complete intersection in T. 
By [3, Corollary 2.91, J is a complete intersection in T. It is clear from the def’ini- 
tion, that J is a maximal complete intersection in T. Now G(J) = dimk(X) where T is 
the tensor algebra R + X f (bR x) + . . . _ We show by example that in general, there 
can be maximal complete intersections d in T such that either G(I) < G(J) or G(J) < G(.. 
This varies from the analogous situation in commutative ring theory, where, if 
A = K[X, , . . . . Xn] is the polynomial ring in n variables, then every maximal A- 
sequence has exactly n elements. 
Lemma 4.2. Let S be the Te-socle of T Then S is a maximal complete intersection 
in T. 
Proof. By [3, Corollary 2.91, S is a complete intersection. Clearly S/(JS t SJ’) =” S. 
Now suppose that S c I. Then S is contained in, and hence, equals the socle of I. 
Suppose that the natural map S + I/JI + IJ is an injection. Then JI t IJ = 0, and 
hence I = S. Thus, S is a maximal comp‘iete intersection. 0 
Example 4.3. Let T be the ring of n X n lower triangular matrices with entries in the 
field k. Then T is a special Artin tensor k-algebra, and n - 1 = dim#‘) = G(J) see [2, 
Example 3.21. Let S be the two-sided socle of T. Then G(S) = dim, S = 1. 
Example 4.4. Let T be the special Artin k-algebra defined as follows. Let R = k X k X k, 
the product ring of the field k with itself three times. I_,et 
L 
3, ifi= 1,2 and j=itl 
n.. = 
‘I 0, otherwise. 
Thus, X = , kgt3) @ ,k1(3) and T = R + X + (X BR X) + 0 + . . . . The graph associated 
1 J L J 
toTis 
r I 
. The T‘%ocle, S, of T is X OR X 
G(S) = dimk(S) = 9 
rhus 
and G(J) = dim&Y) = 6. 
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We remark that by combining the above examples one may easily construct exam- 
ples of special tensor k-algebras T and complete intersections I such that either G(I) < 
min IGO, G(X) 1 or G(I) > max (G(J), G(S)), where S is the Te-socle of T. 
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